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SUMMARY

In the present paper the main features of the OMITRON and MODEL OMITRON
proposed high field tokamaks are illustrated. Of the two, OMITRON is an
ambitious experiment, aimed at attaining plasma burning conditions. Its key
physics issues are discussed, and a comparison is carried out with corresponding
physics features in ignition experiments such as IGNITOR and ITER. Chief asset -
and chief challenge - in both OMITRON and MODEL OMITRON is the
conspicuous 20 Tesla toroidal field value on the plasma axis. The advanced
features of engineering which consent such a reward in terms of toroidal magnet
performance are discussed in convenient depth and detail. As for the small,
propaedeutic device MODEL OMITRON, among its goals one must rank the
purpose of testing key engineering issues in vivo, which are vital for the larger and
more expensive parent device. Besides that, however - as indicated by ad hoc
performed scoping studies - the smaller machine is found capable also of a
number of quite interesting physics investigations in its own right.

(KEY WORDS: BURN EXPERIMENTS, IGNITION EXPERIMENTS, NEW TOKAMAKS, HIGH
FIELD TOKAMAKS, OHMIC HEATING

RIASSUNTO

Nel presente lavoro vengono illustrati gli aspetti principali dei proposti tokamak ad
alto campo OMITRON e MODEL OMITRON. Dei due, OMITRON e un
dispositivo ambizioso, mirato al raggiungimento di condizioni di ignizione in un
plasma di deuterio-trizio. Di tale dispositivo vengono discussi i principali aspetti
fisici, e viene istituito un raffronto con le corrispondenti caratteristiche di altri
esperimenti di ignizione, quali IGNITOR e ITER. Principale atout - ma anche
principale sfida - in entrambi gli esperimenti OMITRON e MODEL OMITRON e
il cospicuo valore di 20 Tesla assunto dal campo magnetico sull'asse del plasma.
Gli aspetti ingegneristici innovativi che rendono possibile un tale risultato in
termini di campo magnetico vengono discussi in opportuno dettaglio e profondita.
Con riferimento infine all'esperimento propedeutico MODEL OMITRON, di
dimensioni ridotte, viene sottolineato come tra i suoi intendimenti sia senz'altro da
annoverare la verifica in vivo di aspetti ingegneristici che sono vitali per il piu
grande e piu costoso dispositivo collegato, OMITRON. Oltre a cio, tuttavia - come
indicato da studi di prospettiva appositamente condotti - il piccolo esperimento
MODEL OMITRON si trova essere di per se capace di produrre risultati fisici di
ragguardevole interesse.
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THE "OMITRON" AND "MODEL OMITRON"

PROPOSED EXPERIMENTS

1 - INTRODUCTION

In times of soaring predicted expenses and diminishing budgets, the issue of cost effectiveness
is becoming more important than ever in fusion research. Earlier proposals of considering
ignition as a stand-alone goal, to be pursued in cost-effective, specifically targeted experiments,
ought presumably to be granted renewed attention. In this respect, the advantages brought about
by high magnetic field values are unequivocally cogent. Now, among the lines that have been
pursued over the years in the quest for high field ignition, the OMITRON line undoubtedly
stands out for its innovative toroidal magnet design, which offers the possibility of attaining
uniquely high performances.

The OMITRON program is an offspring of IGNITOR - inasmuch as it shares most of the
physical features and objectives of the latter proposal. The OMllRON engineering design,
however, is based on original patents filed in the early 1980's [1]. The ideas promoted therein
have been under investigation and development at the ENEA Energy Research Centre in Frascati
for a number of years. As an outgrowth of such activity, the proposal of a very high field
plasma burning experiment was first put forward in 1983 [2]. Thereafter scope and design of
the proposal have continuously and proficiently evolved - up to some recent time, when the
involvement of the CITIF Consortium (firms FIAT, ANSALDO and ASEA-BB) has eventually
led to the producing of a final, pre-constructive draft of the OMTTRON device [3]. In addition to
that, in more recent times the smaller MODEL OMllRON experiment has been also proposed
[4], as an intermediate, propaedeutic step toward the construction of the larger machine. Key
engineering parameters and main technical features of the two devices are presented respectively
in Table I and Table II - allowing for a somewhat detailed comparison between the two
proposals.

Due to the very high value of the toroidal magnetic field, the OMITRON device is most
effectively exploiting all the favourable features that are peculiar to compact high-field
tokamaks. Indeed, on the basis of current knowledge, the OMITRON experiment can be
credited as offering greater margins of performance toward the goal of attaining ignition than
either IGNITOR or ITER. The reasons for upholding this statement will be illustrated in Sec. 2
- by succinctly going through the major stumbling blocks that are known to hinder the path to
any ignition demonstration experiment.



Table I - Parameters of OMITRON device

Major radius
Horizontal minor radius
Vertical minor radius
Aspect ratio
Elongation
Triangularity
Toroidal magnetic field on axis
Toroidal plasma current

Average plasma current density
Aver, poloidal magn. field at plasma border
True safety factor at plasma border
Magn. flux on plasma axis available from pol. coils
Magn. flux on axis required by plasma equilibrium
Modularity of toroidal magnet
Maximum ripple in toroidal magnetic field
Radiofrequency additional heating (ICRH)
Pellet injection speed 0 )
Type of plasma-wall interface
Pulse duration (from heating of tor. magnet) (2)
Magnetic field plateau at 20 T (3)
Magnetic field plateau at 18 T
Magnetic field plateau at 16 T
Cryogeny
Time between shots (from cooling requirements)
Number of ports
Internal port height
Internal port width
Vert, instab. growth rate from vacuum vessel only
Vertical, instab. growth rate from poloidal coils (4)
Thrust of magnetic press
Total current in toroidal magnet
Number of turns in toroidal magnet
Current in single turn of toroidal magnet
Power supply total energy
Power supply peak power
Estimated cost of device

1.50
0.42
0.84
3.57
2.00
0.40
20

15

13
3.5
2.8

67
51
24

0.2
18
3

m
m
m

Tesla
MA

M A / m 2

Tesla

V.s
V.s

%
MW
km / s

"wall-limiter" with graphite tiles
13

none
2.4
4.4

s

s
s

liquid N2 (forced flow)

order of one hour
12

0.84
0.16

7
1.1
1500
150
480
312

11
1.8
650

m
m
ms
s
MN
MA

kA
GJ
GW
MS

(1) The quoted speed is what is available from present technology. It would allow peripheral matter
deposition in low temperature discharges, or in the initial low temperature phase of high temperature
discharges.

(2) Including ramp-up and ramp-down of magnetic field.
(3) In this limit case the plasma is started off and heated to maximum performance all during the ramp-up

phase of magnetic field - with the plasma current being increased typically at constant "q".
(4) Assuming top poloidal coils electrically in parallel with bottom poloidal coils. In this case, hence, the

plasma column is virtually unaffected by vertical instability.



Table II - Parameters of MODEL OMITRON device

Major radius
Horizontal minor radius
Vertical minor radius
Aspect ratio
Elongation
Triangularity
Toroidal magnetic field on axis
Toroidal plasma current
Average plasma current density
Aver, poloidal magn. field at plasma border
True safety factor at plasma border
Magn. flux on plasma axis available from pol. coils
Magn. flux on axis required by plasma equilibrium
Modularity of toroidal magnet
Maximum ripple in toroidal magnetic field
Radiofrequency additional heating 0 )
Pellet injection speed (2)
Type of plasma-wall interface
Pulse duration (from heating of tor. magnet) (3)
Magnetic field plateau at 20 T (4)
Magnetic field plateau at 18 T
Magnetic field plateau at 16 T
Cryogeny
Time between shots (from cooling requirements)
Number of ports
Internal port height
Internal port width
Vertical, instab. growth rate from vacuum vessel
Vertical, instab. growth rate from poloidal coils (^)
Thrust of magnetic press
Total current in toroidal magnet
Number of turns in toroidal magnet
Current in single turn of toroidal magnet (6)
Power supply total energy (*>)
Power supply peak power (<>)
Estimated cost of device

0.55
0.15
0.30
3.67
2.00
0.40

20
5.4

36
3.5
2.8
9.3
7.0

24
0.2
up to a

3

m
m
m

Tesla
MA
MA/m2

Tesla

V.s
V.s

%
few megawatts

km / s
"wall-limiter" with graphite tiles

2
none
0.34
0.60

s

s
s

liquid N2 (swimming pool)
some tens of minutes

12
0.30
0.06

1
150
200

55
192
286
570
650

32

m
m
ms
ms
MN
MA

kA
MJ
MW
MS

Only in high-P scenarios with reduced values of magnetic field and plasma density. The LH, EC and
IBW facilities already installed in Frascati can be exploited.
Pellet injectors of quoted speed are presently available in Frascati. Pellets would reach plasma center in
low temperature discharges, or in the initial low temperature phase of high temperature discharges.
Including ramp-up and ramp-down of magnetic field.
in this limit case the plasma is started off and heated to maximum performance all during the ramp-up
phase of magnetic field - with the plasma current being increased typically at constant "q".
Assuming top poloidal coils electrically in parallel with bottom poloidal coils. In this case, hence, the
plasma column is virtually unaffected by vertical instability.
The rotating machinery already installed in Frascati is sufficient, though with some adaptations.
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The intimidating strength of the toroidal magnetic field obviously constitutes both the greatest
asset and the greatest challenge for either the OMTTRON or MODEL OMTTRON proposed
experiments. At times, it has been ground also for some expressed skepticism and disbelief.
Any such negative feelings, however, are more than adequately countered, we believe, by
referring to the detailed stress-and-strain calculations performed by the CITIF Consortium
during OMITRON design elaboration. Such calculations have indeed borne out that the overall
OMlTKON engineering project is safe (when gauged on standards, in fact, that are perhaps

even somewhat more stringent than those applied in the case of IGNITOR)(*). In any case, it is
certainly true that engineering issues are of far greater importance for the OMlTKON credibility
than they are in the case of any low-field or medium-field tokamak. For these reasons, in the
present paper we have deemed necessary to present a fairly exhaustive (if schematic) account of

OMITRON engineering. This is in fact what Sec. 3 below is devoted to (+).

We come, finally, to the last two Sections of the paper, which are intended to illustrate the
small, propaedeutic device MODEL OMITRON. In particular - after some considerations of
general interest and purpose which are presented in Sec. 4 - the subsequent (and last) Sec. 5
describes the findings of a scoping study conducted for ascertaining which range of physics
investigations can be possibly carried out in the MODEL OMITRON experiment. The outcome
of this study has indeed shown that the MODEL OMITRON device - besides allowing, clearly,
for the testing of key engineering issues in vivo, which are vital for the larger and more
expensive OMTTRON parent device - can also offer the opportunity of researching some
interesting new physics in its own right.

2 - "OMITRON" PHYSICS VERSUS "IGNITOR" AND "ITER" PHYSICS

To begin with, it is quite clear that the physics of OMITRON has much in common with the
physics of IGNITOR - both machines being high field tokamaks, aimed at attaining ignition and
investigating plasma burn in the short period. As is the case with any ignition-aimed
experiment, both devices must face a number of serious challenges. Indeed, the following items
can be identified as being perhaps the major stumbling blocks that lie in the way of any ignition
demonstration experiment: (i) the issue of energy confinement, (ii) the issue of internal
macroscopic modes, (iii) the issue of thermal loads on the inner wall and, finally, (iv) the issue
of vertical instability (and related halo currents features). It must be appreciated that, with
respect to all of these issues, OMITRON consistently appears to have an edge over IGNITOR -
in all cases this being due to the significantly higher value of the OMlTKON magnetic field.
Now, in order to adequately support such a statement, let us succinctly take the above noted
issues separately into examination.

(*) In relation to this, it is indeed appropriate to recall that the CITIF Consortium is currently incharge also of
developing the IGNITOR engineering design.

(+) Sec. 3 is therefore, in a way, the very backbone of the present paper.
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As for point (i) (energy confinement), account must be taken of the fact that dimension and
shape of the plasma doughnut are fairly similar in OMTTRON and IGNITOR. Consequently,
the claim would seem to be justified that the OMTTRON experiment - boasting a conspicuous 20
Tesla toroidal field value on the plasma axis - should perform significantly better than the less
muscular, 13 Tesla IGNITOR experiment.

As for point (ii) (internal modes), the same circumstances noted in the previous paragraph - i.e.,
similar plasma dimension and shape, but higher magnetic field - are found to grant OMllKON
larger stability margins as compared to IGNITOR: in OMTTRON, indeed, higher values of the
safety factor q can be ensured simultaneously with equal or higher values of plasma current (if
compared, that is, to the conditions that can be correspondingly attained in the IGNITOR
tokamak).

As for point (iii) (thermal wall loads), the following feature must be noted: the similar
dimension and geometry of the inner wall - taken together with the similar value of the plasma
energy density, and the better value of the energy confinement (as ascribed to OMTTRON under
point (i)) - guarantee indeed that thermal load problems must be less severe in OM11RON than
in the IGNITOR device.

As for point (iv) finally (vertical instability), it must be emphasized that the OMlTKON design
feature (see Subsec. 3.2 below) which places the poloidal field coils internally to the bore of the
toroidal magnet (and therefore very close to the plasma) ensures in fact that a much tighter
control is possible - both passive and active - on all macroscopic plasma motions. This entails,
in particular, that vertical plasma instabilities can be put strongly in check (together with the
related, dangerous halo current phenomenology).

The above outlined, schematic comparison between key physics features in OMllKON and
IGNITOR has been relatively easy matter, because of the many similarities existing between the
two machines. A parallel comparison between OMITRON and ITER, however, is much less
straightforward. In particular, no direct comparison is possible with regard to point (iii) (thermal
wall loads) because of the two different concepts of energy exhaust that are implemented on the
one side in OMTTRON and IGNITOR (wall limiter), and on the other side in ITER (poloidal
divertor). On the contrary, the remarks made under points (ii) (internal modes) and (iv) (vertical
instability) can be verified and confirmed to hold true, basically, also in a comparison of
OMITRON with ITER.

Finally, with regard to point (i) (energy confinement), a comparative assessment between
OMITRON and ITER would be certainly intriguing - but the result (for the moment being)
would unavoidably come out rather uncertain. To be sure, numerical plasma simulations with
currently employed transport models (zero-dimensional simulations with given form of energy
confinement time, or one-dimensional simulations with given form of energy diffusion
coefficient) are indeed found to grant OMITRON clear performance margins over the ITER
experiment. Unfortunately, however, these calculations must be credited with rather poor
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credibility (*), because of the extrapolation distance that still occurs between today operating
devices and proposed plasma burn experiments such as OMITRON and ITER. On the other
hand, one can also refer to some recent results obtained with the help of a new generation of
nonlinear gyrofluid codes [5], which seem actually to imply that certain positive circumstances
concerning transport-effective microinstabilities do not scale favourably with machine size. If
this were eventually confirmed to be true, therefore, performance predictions for compact high-
field machines such as OMTTRON and IGNITOR would indeed appear to be brighter than for
big machines with ITER type specifications.

Summing things up, finally, we shall stress the following conclusions. In this Section some
arguments have been presented which support the view that - with respect to the key list of
challenges that have been considered above - the OMITRON device is expected to perform
better then either IGNKOR or ITER. The OMTTRON proposal is thus seen to offer the fusion
community an interesting alternative in the contest for an ignition demonstration experiment with
the tokamak configuration. The attractiveness of the OMTTRON proposal is all the more
evident, indeed, if further related to the circumstance that the estimated building cost of
OMITRON - although being some 50 % higher than that of IGNITOR - yet remains quite
comfortably lower (in fact, about an order of magnitude lower) than the assessed building cost
of the ITER device.

3 - "OMITRON" ENGINEERING

As noted in the Introduction, the engineering of the OMITRON device, developed originally by
the Fusion Engineering Unit of ENEA, was subsequently subjected to thorough recalculation
and testing - with positive outcome - by the CITIF Consortium (firms FIAT, ANSALDO and
ASEA-BB). As key part of such an activity, a draft design of the OMlTKON machine was
worked out. It must be appreciated that the latter draft work (after proper rescaling of
dimensions) can also be taken as an effective basis for the constructive design of the smaller,
propaedeutic device MODEL OMlTKON - this being made possible by the demonstrated
existence of suitable scaling properties in the engineering of toroidal magnets (see Sec. 4).

The most outstanding feature in the OMlTKON engineering design is the unusually high value
of the toroidal magnetic field - which is targeted indeed to attain a value of 20 Tesla on the
plasma axis. It is therefore obvious that an adequate debating of the engineering issues
stemming therefrom is of central importance for the credibility of the OMlTKON proposal.
Accordingly, such matters will be discussed below in the appropriate depth and detail - with
Subsec. 3.1 reviewing general issues of high field toroidal magnet engineering, and Subsec.
3.2 introducing features that are instead specific to the OMITRON design.

(*) Notwithstanding the wide acceptance of the involved models by the fusion community, that is.
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3.1 - Key Issues of High Field Toroidal Magnet Engineering

It must be appreciated that - for the aspect ratios of concern - toroidal magnets require
engineering approaches totally different from those conventionally applied instead to cylindrical
magnets. Indeed, the thrusts produced by the magnetic pressure in different directions within
the body of a toroidal magnet (i.e., the centripetal radial thrust, the vertical separating thrust and
the centrifugal radial thrust) have markedly different strengths, and require notably different
techniques for their compensation.

By far the largest among the forces which are at work in a high field, compact aspect ratio
toroidal magnet, is that associated with the centripetal radial thrust. For the compensation of
such force, three different engineering solutions are available: (i) pure bucking, (ii) pure
wedging and (iii) bucking plus wedging. In practice, within the magnet one must distinguish
between current conducting materials (typically, high strength copper alloys) and materials
providing mechanical support (typically, stainless steel): as a matter of fact, indeed, the
mechanical working regimes (bucking, wedging or mixed) are often different for the two types
of components. We wish to emphasize that the discussion that follows is targeted to the
conducting materials only (as these are in fact subjected to the most vexing conditions).

Designing the conducting components to be in a mechanical regime of pure bucking has been a
common, canonical solution over many years of toroidal magnet engineering - a solution, that
is, which has been exploited in the designing of the majority of tokamak devices. On the other
hand, designing conducting components in a regime of pure wedging is the solution that has
been adopted in the tokamaks of the ALCATOR series. Finally, bucking plus wedging is the
solution that has been instead chosen for IGNITOR (and for OMTTRON and MODEL
OMITRON as well).

It must be pointed out that the degree of hyperstaticity in the mechanical configuration of a
toroidal magnet is actually increasing if one changes from pure bucking to pure wedging, and is
increasing still more if one changes further from pure wedging to bucking plus wedging. We
recall here that the consequences entailed (and measures demanded) by a high degree of
hyperstaticity constitute a well known chapter of mechanical engineering. Indeed, in the
occurrence of a high degree of hyperstaticity one must acknowledge, among other things, (i)
that stress-and-strain calculations are inherently less reliable than otherwise; (ii) that there is a
need for increased accuracy in the machining and assembly ing of pieces; (iii) that one must
increasingly rely on self-healing (that is, on the favourable occurrence, under load, of small
plastic adjustments in the strained material); and, finally, (iv) that the building of (partial or
complete) scaled-down models for proper testing of the engineering becomes increasingly
desirable.

Next, we shall discuss the second-largest force in a toroidal magnet - namely, that associated
with the so called vertical separating thrust. For its containment two schemes are available,
which can be described as: (i) passive support and (ii) active support (or press support). In the
passive support scheme the forces that are responsible for the primary load are resisted by
forces generated by elastic reactions occurring in the supporting structure due to the latter being
subjected to strain. A well recognized limit of the passive support scheme is that one has no
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direct control over the reacting force, which is actually determined only by the nature and
magnitude of the strain which is generated in the supporting structure under load. In practice, it
usually occurs that the effectiveness of the engineering design is determined primarily by the
degree of mechanical rigidity that one is able to attain in the supporting structure. On the other
hand, significant additional margins of performance can still be earned - as is well known - by
applying the artifice of inducing aptly devised pre-stressing conditions in the mechanical
configuration.

In spite of its limitations, it must be acknowledged that the passive support scheme (with or
without pre-stressing features) is actually adequate for the overwhelming majority of mechanical
engineering applications. An active support scheme is specifically required only in a small
minority of special cases involving extreme mechanical loads. One important such case, to be
sure, is indeed concerned with the case which is of interest to us: namely, the engineering of
compact, high field toroidal magnets.

Accordingly, we come now to briefly examine the concept of active support. Typically, an
active support scheme is enforced with the help of a press (let it be hydraulic, or magnetic, or
else). Now, it must be pointed out that whenever the specific thrust per unit surface is very large
and the press piston excursion very short (as is the case, indeed, of toroidal magnet
applications), the choice of a magnetic press brings clear advantages in terms of compactness
and reliability of control. In particular, when the thrusts to be resisted are themselves originated
by magnetic fields (as is the case, again, in toroidal magnets), then the choice of a magnetic
press is definitely winning - because both the primary and the resisting thrusts are produced by
the same technology, and can thus be controlled with equal ease over the same range of time
scales.

For the records, the use of a press (indeed, in particular, of a magnetic press) for the sake of
actively compensating the vertical separating thrust in a high field toroidal magnet, was first
conceived of in the early 80's in the Frascati Laboratories, in connection with the early phases
of development of the OM1TRON proposed experiment [1][2]. Subsequently, active support
schemes in the form of hydraulic press systems have been considered for some versions of the
CIT-BPX proposed experiment in the U.S.A., as well as for the IGNITEX proposed
experiment (also in the U.S.A.). Moreover, a magnetic press of limited thrust has been
envisaged for the IGNITOR proposed experiment (currently an Italian initiative). It must be
emphasized, however, that in the case of CIT-BPX, IGNITEX and IGNITOR the scopes that
have been aimed at in the designing of the corresponding active support schemes are indeed
substantially less dramatic than envisioned for the OMTTRON tokamak. This point will be more
carefully illustrated in the next Subsec. 3.2.

As last item in this Section, finally, we shall deal with the centrifugal radial thrust. In point of
fact, the latter thrust is subtracting from the centripetal radial thrust - and in principle, therefore,
one might be tempted to put this feature to work, to the end of lessening the difficulties
produced by the previously discussed large centripetal radial load. In practice, however, one
would find that by so doing the torques that would be generated in the toroidal magnet structure
(in particular, within the magnet inner leg) would be actually worsening the situation instead of
improving it. Consequently, one must accept the fact that it is more convenient to mechanically
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support the centrifugal radial thrust directly by ad hoc means. In most tokamaks, this is
accomplished with the help of constriction rings - with no special difficulties arising, due to the
moderate values of the mechanical loads that are involved in this case. In the next Subsec. 3.2,
however, attention will be drawn to the fact that in the designing of OMITRON a notably
different solution has instead been conceived and resorted to.

3.2 - Peculiarities of OMITRON Engineering Design

The OMITRON engineering design differs significantly from that of other tokamaks for at least
three aspects of fundamental importance. We shall here briefly go through these features. The
first peculiarity in the OMITRON design lies with the active support scheme that has been
applied for countering the vertical separating thrust in the toroidal magnet. As noted in the
previous Section, the OMITRON design has been the first [1][2] to introduce active press
support for the toroidal magnet, and still is the only one that exploits this concept to its full
potential. The recipe that has been applied - according to the prescriptions detailed in the original
patents [1] - requires increasing the press thrust significantly beyond the value that would be
necessary for mere compensation of the vertical separating force. The extra thrust, through an
appropriate mechanical design, is conveyed to bear directly onto the inner leg of the magnet
(which is the most critical item in the magnet structure): the consequence being that conditions
of quasi-isotropy of the stress tensor are indeed attained there.

Now, quasi-isotropy of the stress tensor actually entails strongly diminished values of the so
called equivalent Von Mises stress - which also implies, in turn, that significantly higher
magnetic fields can be generated for a given mechanical strength of the conductor material. What
all this amounts to in terms of increased mechanical performance, it can be appreciated by noting

that in the OMTTRON toroidal magnet the magnetic pressure is actually a factor 2 ^ larger than
that occurring in its nearest competitor - namely, IGNITOR. It must be acknowledged, of
course, that the presence of the mighty press system required to the above end has important
consequences on the economy and outlook of the toroidal magnet structure. Readers can form
an idea thereof by glancing at Fig. 1, where a schematic view of toroidal magnet, magnetic
press and overall supporting structure is shown.

We come now to the second, important peculiarity in the OMITRON design, which consists in
the placing of all of the poloidal field coils inside the bore of the toroidal magnet. The actual
geometry of such a coil arrangement is schematically shown in Fig. 2 (where also a cross-
sectional view is displayed of the magnetic press system discussed above). The nesting of the
poloidal field coils inside the toroidal magnet bore is not altogether a novelty, of course - but it
is certainly an unusual choice for a high field tokamak, due to the severe problems it poses for
the assemblying of the machine. Yet such a choice is virtually mandatory, in the philosophy of
the OMTTRON design, for at least two different reasons. On the one hand, in fact, the upgrade
of the toroidal field could not be adequately exploited without a comparable upgrade in the
poloidal field - and the latter goal would be impossible to achieve, as long as the poloidal field
coils were kept (as customary) outside the magnet bore. On the other hand, the (quasi-isotropic
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Legend

1 Lower plate
2 Center post
3 Lower load sharing wedge
4 TFcoil
5 Clamp
6 Tensionfng wedges
7 Upper shrinkage ring
8 Upper load sharing wedge
9 Vertical press

10 Upper plate
11 Tie rod

Fig. ] - Toroidal magnet and support structure (reference design).

but) very large stress generated in the magnet inner leg can only be supported by direct bucking
against a suitably sturdy center pole: the presence in between of a set of transformer coils (as,
e.g., occurring in IGNITOR) is therefore definitely forbidden.

Eventually, then, one is required to devise an appropriate solution for the assemblying of the
two sets of coils (toroidal and poloidal) relative to each other. This is obtained by building the
outer sections of the magnet turns as separate pieces, to be bolted (in packages) to their inner
counterparts only after the assemblying of the poloidal coils (and vacuum vessel) inside the
magnet bore has taken place. Such a bolting solution is viable, in fact, because of the large
radial thickness that is possible to specify, in the OM11KON design philosophy, for the outer
legs and horizontal arms of the toroidal magnet. It must be emphasized, finally, that the nesting
of the poloidal coils inside the bore of the toroidal magnet - once decided on engineering
grounds - has but advantages from the point of view of plasma behaviour. Indeed, the
proximity of the poloidal coils to the plasma column implies that the latter experiences a much
tighter inductive coupling to the formers - which, in turn, engenders greatly improved plasma
control capabilities.
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Fig, 2 - Schematic view (meridian section) of poloidal field coils, press system and constriction rings
(reference design).
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There is finally a third peculiarity which is put to work in the OMITRON engineering design. In
order to fully grasp its meaning, we must recall, first of all, that in all tokamak devices, while
the center of gravity of the radial centrifugal load (see previous Subsec. 3.1) lies on the equator
of the machine, the costriction rings which are countering that load are placed instead rather far
on either side of the device equator - due to the need of clearing off enough space for the
required service ports and diagnostics windows. Such an arrangement is obviously cause of
mechanical torques, which are usually taken up by the supporting structure in its global
effectiveness. To be sure, however, in the OMITRON design a quite different solution is
implemented. Indeed, the sturdy built of OMITRON toroidal coils allows the above noted
torques to be beneficially put to work within the very magnet structure. More specifically, by
way of some clever designing an additional pushing load is generated within the inner leg,
which yields a welcome reinforcement there of the press action - while the pulling load that is
simultaneously produced in the sturdy outer legs is only constituting a minor hindrance. The
adopted scheme actually involves geometrically increasing the torque arms by designing the
constriction rings to bear on special ears protruding from the body of the toroidal magnet (see
Figs. 1 and 2). Moreover, for further improved mechanical performance, passive constriction
rings can be replaced by mechanically active assemblies {radial magnetic press configuration).
This latter type of solution - which has in fact been applied to the last and most advanced
version of OMITRON (see Ref. [3] and Fig. 3) - does accordingly allow the gaining of further
precious margins of safety relatively to the plastic yield limit of the conductor material.

Taken all together, the engineering recipes that have been discussed above have resulted in
greatly improved toroidal magnet performance. Some of these ideas (as recalled in Subsec. 3.1)
have actually also influenced the design of a number of other advanced tokamaks. Indeed, in a
number of versions of the CIT-BPX proposed experiment, as well as in the IGNITEX
proposed experiment, the toroidal magnets have been fitted with active support systems - with
however less dramatic scopes being aimed at than actually targeted with the OMITRON
tokamak. On the one hand, indeed, in the above quoted cases the press system was so designed
as to merely balance out the vertical sperating thrust - thus missing the important additional goal
of enforcing stress isotropization. On the other hand, the choice made of resorting to hydraulic
press systems - which over the time scale of the magnetic field pulse can only deliver constant
thrusts - did in fact rule out the possibility of attaining an efficient, time dependent control (as
instead achieved with the help of a magnetic press system in the OMITRON tokamak).

It must be mentioned, finally, that a (vertical) magnetic press system has been called upon too in
the design of the IGNITOR tokamak. However, in this case the thrust delivered by the press is
much smaller than provided for in all other cases previously discussed - being in fact only a
small fraction of the vertical separating thrust. As a matter of fact, press operation is in this case
solely called upon for smoothing out peak mechanical loads generated in the magnet at the end
of the current pulse due to progressive joule heating of the conductor. It must however be
acknowledged, on the other hand, that over the last years the IGNITOR design team has
followed the evolution of the radial magnetic press concept in the OMITRON program with
great attention and interest. This has led eventually to the inclusion of a radial magnetic press in
the last version of the proposed IGNITOR tokamak (with clear improvements being indeed
attested in the computed performance).
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1 - Lower beam
2 - Center post
3 - Lower load sharing wedge
4 - TFCoil
5 - Clamp
6 - Lower radial press
7 - Upper shrinkage ring
8 - Upper load sharing wedge
9 - Vertical press

10 - Upper beam
11- Tie-Rod

Fig. 3 - Toroidal magnet and support structure (advanced design with both vertical and radial press support).

4 - THE "MODEL OMITRON" PROPAEDEUTIC DEVICE

Over the last few years at the ENEA Energy Research Centre in Frascati the activities on the
OMITRON proposed burning plasma experiment have been complemented by work done on the
smaller propaedeutical device MODEL OMITRON. The parameters of the latter device (listed in
Table II) have been defined by scaling down the linear dimensions of the parent OMTTRON
machine by a factor 2.7 - with the stated goal of keeping the cost of the scaled-down device
within about 50 GLire (32 M$). This would make it eligible as a possible choice - among others
- for planned post-FTU activities within the ENEA-Euratom Association in Frascati.

The building of MODEL OMTTRON would allow for full testing of OMTTRON engineering
(see next paragraph) and partial testing of OMITRON physics - at about 1/20 of the cost that has
been estimated for the larger parent machine. As for the physics involved, it must be noted that
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in MODEL OMTTRON - due to the unusually large ohmic power densities achieved (actually,
up to 100 times the values targeted with the Frascati FTU experiment) - the radial energy flux is
expected to reach intensities comparable or higher than envisaged to occur in the much larger

ignition experiments OMTTRON, IGNTTOR and ITER*. Consequently, conditions are expected
to be originated at the plasma border that are representative also of plasma border physics in the
above quoted large size experiments. Moreover - since all this will occur under ohmic heating
alone - one hopefully should be able to derive an energy transport model for the ohmic heating
regime that ought to be valid over a range of plasma parameters (in particular, of the temperature
parameter) wider than was achievable before.

As in the case of OMTTRON, an important aspect of the MODEL OMTTRON proposal is the
toroidal and poloidal coil engineering. With respect to that issue, however, a significant result
was obtained already quite early in the development of the OMITRON concept [6] - namely, the
acknowledgment that the key mathematical equations describing tokamak engineering are in fact
invariant with respect to a special family of scaling transformations, whereby the time
conversion factor is taken to be the square of the length conversion factor. Consequently, it has
proved possible (and convenient) to devise most of MODEL OMTTRON engineering simply as
a faithful reduction by similarity (in the mathematical sense) of the engineering of the parent
OMTTRON machine. There are a number of exceptions to the above, however - among which
the specifications for power supply and the requirements for conductor insulation are foremost.
Both such issues indeed have a bearing on the specification of the number of turns in the
toroidal magnet (which is in fact different for the two machines: see the appropriate entries in
Tables I and II). On the whole, however, the unavoidable items of disparity account only for
minor differences between the OMTTRON and MODEL OMTTRON engineering designs -
which indeed remain solidly patterned on one another through the property of mathematical
similarity noted above. From the same property an important corollary can be inferred too:
namely the statement (already emphasized elsewhere in the paper) that the construction of
MODEL OMITRON can truly provide full, significant testing of the engineering of the larger
parent machine.

We come next to the issue of MODEL 0M1TR0N diagnostics. Indeed, fear is sometimes
expressed that an experiment like MODEL OMITRON would be difficult to diagnose, due to its
compactness. Such fear does not appear to be justified, however. The cumulative window area
(0.22 m2) that is available from the 12 equatorial ports does in fact allow for a meaningful
diagnostics effort. A number of basic conventional diagnostics can be implemented in MODEL
OMTTRON without having to defy special obstacles. Some other diagnostics, instead, may
require special adjustments - due to the unusually high values of magnetic field and plasma
density, as well as to geometrical difficulties with the providing of proper observing paths
through the plasma. Nevertheless, on the whole one can confidently look forward to having a
set of diagnostics which may indeed be adequate for the scopes that are envisaged of the
experiment.

This being true, indeed, in spite of the fact that MODEL OMITRON plasmas are not ignited.
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As last item, we shall consider the issue of activation. Pure deuterium operation in MODEL
0M1TR0N can be shown to be an essentially safe procedure. As for tritium operation, it must
be emphasized that it is not formally considered at the present time. Nevertheless, such a
development has not been a priori ruled out. Indeed, should the deuterium campaign show that
there is a congruous chance of reaching, e.g., plasma breakeven conditions (see next Section),
then one might indeed be led to envisage a follow-up tritium campaign. This would of course
raise a number of technical and safety problems - among which the issue of material activation
would be foremost. In any case, problems with tritium operation are expected to be not nearly
as severe as with the OMTTRON experiment. As a matter of fact, as long as the total number of
high-neutron-yield tritium discharges were kept within a few dozens, then it can be shown that
all specifications from the so called low level waste safety legislation would indeed be fairly
comfortably met.

5 - SCOPING STUDY FOR THE "MODEL OMITRON" PROPOSED
EXPERIMENT

High field compact devices (in view of the tight constraints which their engineering is subjected
to) are admittedly rather unindulgent to hardware modifications in course of operation. Over the
years this has won them a reputation of operational rigidity. This is not quite justified, however.
On the contrary, such devices do have quite a degree of flexibility built in - as a consequence of
the wide range of variations that are actually possible with regard to important parameters such
as plasma density, plasma current and toroidal magnetic field. A scoping study conducted for
MODEL OMITRON has indeed attested that the latter experiment - although it cannot claim
plasma ignition among its goals - is nonetheless capable of a fairly wide spectrum of
experimental accomplishments (some of which indeed quite unique in the tokamak domain). A
survey of the physical issues which can in principle be researched with the MODEL OMITRON
experiment is presented below.

5.1 - High Performance Discharges

Finding out about the possibility of producing high performance discharges (i.e., high-Q
plasmas) is declared as the primary objective of the experiment. The plasma density values
required for targeting such types of high performance regimes are medium-low. It must be
pointed out that performance predictions for the MODEL OMITRON experiment are actually
very uncertain. A selection of currently used transport models have been tested, and found to
yield a spectrum of markedly different predictions - whereby the range is from break-even
plasmas to plasma scarcely different from, say, FTU plasmas. This very incertitude, however,
is providing depth and scope to the MODEL OMITRON experiment. At the very least, the latter
is expected to significantly enhance our understanding of energy confinement in the ohmically
heated regime.
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A criticism has been expressed at times, whereby - calling attention to the beta, collisionality and
rho-star dimensionless parameters of the plasma - it has been noted that in MODEL OMTTRON
high performance (ohmic) discharges such parameters may not differ much from the values that
are typical, say, of nominal (RF-heated) FTU discharges. However, it must be stressed that, if
there exist any physics that is not described by the above three dimensionless parameters - as
indeed can be surmised to exist - then such physics is most likely to show up in an experiment
so different as MODEL OMTTRON is designed to be (with, e.g., a nominal ohmic input density
that is two orders of magnitude larger than in the FTU device).

5.2 - High Collisionality Discharges

This type of discharges are associated with large plasma densities (and, hence, low plasma
temperatures). Collisionality values ranging from marginal to deep Pfirsch-Schluter regimes are
expected to be attained. True "Pfirsch-Schluter plasmas" (i.e., plasmas having their global
energy transport dominated by the ionic Pfirsch-Schluter term) can in principle be generated and
investigated (with the temperature being still high enough for the results not to be messed up by
line radiation features in the bulk plasma).

For this type of discharges the physics of the scrape-off layer and plasma-wall interaction is also
quite interesting. Indeed, in terms of the ratio of diffusive loss power to major radius (which is
perhaps the most important parameter characterizing the physics of the scrape-off layer), values
are obtained that are fully representative of scrape-off layer conditions expected of both the
OMTTRON and IGNITOR experiments. Besides this, the uniquely high densities that can be
sustained in MODEL OMTTRON lend hope of producing uniquely clean plasmas. Finally, in the
subject of plasma border modelling - due once again to the very high value of the plasma density
- the possibility opens up of probing into the somewhat unexplored territory that spans between
the scrape-off layer and gas blanket concepts.

5.3 - Operation with Reduced Plasma Current

Reducing the plasma current below its nominal value allows the obtaining of either large-safety-
factor configurations or, alternatively, large-aspect-ratio configurations. Moreover (and most
relevantly) by taking proper advantage (in reduced current regimes) of the proximity of the
poloidal conductors to the plasma - which is one of the peculiar assets of the OM11RON and
MODEL OMlTkON engineering designs (see Subsec. 3.2) - great flexibility in controlling the
plasma shape can be actually achieved.

The investigation of large-safety-factor configurations is interesting because of the seemingly
improved confinement that is associated with them. Now, in MODEL 0M1TR0N the nominal
plasma current has a respectable value, so that, if desired, one can reduce it substantially, while
still retaining interesting properties of the resulting (ohmically produced) plasmas. E.g., a
factor-of-4 reduction in plasma current (down, that is, to the still significant value of 1.35 MA)
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would produce the quite substantial value 11 of the safety factor (with unchanged values of
aspect ratio and elongation).

Alternatively, one may be interested in pursuing the investigation of large-aspect-ratio
configurations - in view of the interest that these configurations have acquired in the debate on
the so called improved concept tokamaks. E.g., the same factor-of-4 reduction of plasma
current considered in the previous example would be compatible with a reduction of plasma
cross section of such a magnitude as to yield the quite substantial value 7.3 for the aspect ratio
(with unchanged values of elongation and safety factor).

As for the possibility of carefully defining the plasma shape, we must recall that the relevance of
the latter to the issue of macroscopic plasma stability is well established. Among the plasma
shapes that can be produced with comparative ease in MODEL 0M1TK0N with reduced values
of the plasma current, one can rank the normal-D, inverse-D, normal-bean and inverse-bean
configurations. For each such plasma shape, a variety of elongation, safety factor and aspect
ratio values can be produced, both in the limiter configuration and in one-x-point or two-x-
points divertor configurations.

5.4 - Operation with Reduced Plasma Current and Reduced Magnetic Field

It must be pointed out that by reducing the toroidal magnetic field down to the range of values
that are typical of the FTU experiment, one can actually gain access to the RF heating facilities
that are already installed in Frascati (LH, EC, IBW), with all components of the systems being
directly exploitable except for the coupling sections (which obviously must be redesigned).
Consequently - upon reducing the toroidal magnetic field to the appropriate values - all the
plasma configurations referred to in the previuos paragraph can be investigated, in principle,
also under high beta conditions. In particular, possible routes of access to the so called second
stability domain can be researched under a variety of circumstances.

Moreover, and most importantly, it must be emphasized that - by significantly reducing the
value of the toroidal magnetic field - the rate of joule heating of the toroidal coils is
correspondingly greatly abated, so that one acquires the possibility of sustaining substantially
longer pulses of toroidal field. Similarly, at reduced values of the plasma current, the
transformer system becomes capable of producing considerably longer plasma current pulses.
Hence, plasma discharges lasting up to 10 seconds (or more) can be generated. Due to the small
minor radius and low temperature of the plasma, the above pulse duration is significantly longer
than required for the plasma current to relax to a stationary profile. Such a performance - which
in larger, hotter machines would be typically achievable only with superconducting coils - is
very important (as is well known) for realistic studies of plasma stability and transport. Along
similar lines, one can also expect some progress to be made in understanding the approach to
equilibrium of the particle exchange processes that are taking place between plasma and wall
(although in this rspect the achievable discharge durations are probably still insufficient for the
attainment of a truly stationary state).
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